
on discipline

The UDF NG: has adopted the theme uPrcrn Protest to
Challenge •.•• From Mobilisation to Organisation". In
this short discussion paper we wish to consider the
PJsition of discipline and the very i..rlp::>rtant role it
can play in taking us from mobilisation to greater
organisational unity.

When we talk a.tcut discipline we are referring to a
p::>litical concept. Personal discipline (being reliable,
being serious alxmt one's work, setting a gocxl noral
example) is needed for political discipline. But per
sonal discipline is not enough. Individuals who have
personal discipline can be politically undisciplined.
Nor is it enough to have a 1 radical temperarrant I,
that is, to sense what is right and to act on one I 5

;nitiative. OUrs is not a front of individual entre
preneurs, doing their own thing. our concept of

.discipline arises fran a political understanding. We
are not referring to the type of discipline forced on
people by the SADF. The discipline we speak of is "a
discipline that involves the conscious and willing
decision to sub:>rdinate one I s own will and i.rrme:rliate
personal inclinations to that of the collective, or
rrore precisely to the organisation to which one is
res[X)nsible. We do not expect our activists to \«)rk
like rooots or unthinking sheep. The discipline 'We

call for must be based on a clear [X)litical under
standing.
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moving to ahigher stage of struggle

At our April National General Council the dangers of
indiscipline were errphasised: ;'thless indiscipline is
eliminated, our organisations are threatened with
disunity, division and suspicion. All folTllS of fac
tionalism, regionalism, individualism and cliquism
ImlSt be stopped. vIe are working not in our millvidual
capacities but as activists of a peoplels front."

I

To ;::;l:ll for increased discipline now reflects the fact
that there have been acts of indiscipline. To sorre
extent, then, we are concerned with a negative ques
tion, the question of the control of behavior of our
own activists and followers.

But when we call for discipline, we are above all
making a positive call to take the struggle to a
higher level. Increasing our discipline will make it
J:X)ssible to nove fran protest to co-ordinated
challenge, fran rrobilisation to high levels of orga
nisation.

At the present we have a situation where the apart
heid government has been faced with a total inability
to carry out it I S refonns I. we also have the worst
econoorl.c crisis since the 1930' s.

But our own level of organisation is not adequate for
us to take full advantage of the goverrunent I s crisis.
We do not have the ability to co-ordinate and direct
our forces in a systematic way. Higher levels of dis
ciplne will help us to direct our forces to where
trey are most needed, to where we can lTOst effectively
(X>unter the goverrunent and frustrate its initiatives.
We would J:e able to entrust our activists with tasks,
that might be difficult and inconvenient,but we would
be sure that they are carried out.



Just as we need su:h discipline in order to advance,
so we must understand that any act of indiscipline is
an act against the struggle, against the people. An
act of indiscipline aids the enemy. To reject disci
pline is to disarm the people and willingly assist
the aims of the enemy. To avoid or neglect discipline
whatever one's intention, has the sane effect. OUr
greatest weapon lies in our collective, organised"""
strength.

l\'e must re<rernber that the enany is not sleeping while
we plan our activitie~. We Ja'lcM that it openly
attacks us and the I;EOple as a whole. But it does
not only operate fran outside our ranks. It also
operates fran within our organisations.

Fran within, the enemy takes advantage of any signs
of indiscipline, any disunity, every ~ess. It
does this in order to confuse our people, in order to
increase indiscipline and SCM chaos in our ranks.

discipline and understanding the struggle

The UDF is a broad front of organisations. In the
short period of our existence, we have rrobilised tens
of tlx:>usands of South Africans into our ranks. '!here
has been a massive growth in terms of our ntmlbers.
'1b::lse drawn into the front have cute fran many differ
ent backgrounds, and saretiJres out of different poli
tical traditions. It is not surprising that we should
find that there is much uneveness in the understanding
of our struggle.

At the nUlent there is a limited. understarrling of many
basic issues within our ranks. There is also an
lmequal developrent, and differences in the way in
which we see issues such as national demxratic
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struggle, working class leadership, etc. It is essen
tial for our unity, and for our ability to oppose the
enemy effectively, that we begin to overcane these
problems.

Probl€l11S of discipline are partly based on this
uneven developrent of political understarrling. Higher
levels of discipline, on the other hand, will make
possible rrore thorough political discussion and the
develcptent of a more unified understanding of our
struggle. E'ducation arxl training within our ranks is
a crucial part of developing discipline. It is i.mp::>r
tant that such training is not confined to the leader
ship level. Organisations must make sure that educa
tion is a basic part of their ongoing work. Because
the front structure is not centralised, it is very
important that v.'e reach a higher level of political
understanding within and l:etween our affiliates.
Otherwise the Front's direction and unity will be
confused.

organisational discipline

Discipline does oot mean sheepishly taking orders fra
our leadership. Rather, organisational discipline is
a way of arriving dem:x:ratically at collective
decisions, and ensuring that these decisions are then
carried out. we will look at these b.Q sides to orga
nisational discipline.

(i) Arriving dem::x:ratically at collective decisions

'Ib arrive at collective decisions involves honest
discussion and the airing of differences. If
differences do not ene:rge honestly in discussion
they will always re-surface later in a destnlctive
way. ~ver, the discussion that takes plaCe with



in the the organisation l:::efore arriving at a derro
cratic decision must itself take place in a
disciplined way. This means that: .

a) Differences must be discussed in a canradely
manner. Different viewpoints must be
respected. The discussion must be conducted
at a political level, and differences must
not be personalised.

b) COntributions to the discussion must be con
structive. This excludes negative and
divisive approaches, as well as argurrents
that go against the basic principles of our
struggle.

c) canrades must always i:::e sensitive to the
security situation facing our organisations.
Ccmrades must restrain themselves from
making ill~onsidered statements, full of
"revolutionary" rhetoric.

ii) carrying out organisational decisions

A decisicn is made once a line has been denocra
tically established. The second stage of organi
sational discipline consists in effectively
carrying out that line. Everyone is ooW1d to stand
by the collective decision, and to defend it, no
matter what their own position was during the
discussions.

All activists have a duty to explain the decision
to others, or if they do not understand it, to
discuss it and to care to an understanding. Any
person or group that tries to overturn such a
decision, or to criticise it outside the organisa
tion, is being factionalist. Fully derrocratic
practices, on the one hand : and organisational
discipline on the other, are our weapons against
factionalism.
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This is not a static process. If members of organisa
tions are 1.U1happy with a line or decision, they must
raise this in a responsible and ccmradely fashion
through the derrocratic process. In this way, a disci
plined approach allCMs U:e organisation to develop in
an ongoing way.

discipline and our style of worl(

There are also sane other aspacts to organisational
discipline related to our'style of work'.

One of the major problems of discipline in our Front
is the question of punctuality, arriving on time. How
many of our meetings ever start on time? This lack of
punctuality then becomes a disease, people oorre later
and later because they never expect a rreeting to start
at the announced time. To be late may seem to be
lU1i.rrq::ortant. But every tirne we are late we are keeping
others waiting. This means that we are keeping others
aVIaY from their political work.

Another aspect of discipline is the dut~· to respect
and follow the leadership of dem:x::ratically elected
leaders, to defend them from enemy attacks and slander
But equally, leadership are se:rv<3nts of their organi
sations. They are accountable to them. They must carry
out the decisions of the organisations that have
elected them.

In our style of work it is of great importance to
ensure that there is not the slightest trace of sexism
in the behavior of our activists. Any attitudes or
praqtices which treat~ as inferior must be
critQ..sed and eliminated. As for rrore serious foons of

sexist indiscipline, there can be no place whatscever
within our ranks for those guilty of sexual violence



or rape.

Discipline in our styIe of ~rk also means planning,
using sttategy and tactics. In pJlitics it is often
necessary to seize the m:::Jll'\Iel1t, to act very quickly
and decisively. But this must always be based on a
clear and discil?lined assessrrent of the possible gains
and goals of this action. A disciplined approach
refuses to give in to pressures to "do sc:mething".
Even when errotions run high, the correct decision
might be to hold back and actively build one I 5

strength.This often requires rrore discipline and
courage than a rrore errotional resp:mse.

discipline beyond our organisations

organisational discipline is not only an internal
discipline. We must always have a correct and dis
ciplined approach in our contact with the masses,
and with activists, officials and rneml::>ers of other
organisations which are not in the enemy c.arne..

At the level of contact with the masses, our acti
vists are seen as representatives of our organisa
tions. OUr organisations will be judged by the
standard of their behavior. If we want to build our
organisations as dem:::x:::ratic alternatives, they must
enjoy the highest reputation amongst the people.

What about organisations and tendencies outside of
the lDF ranks? OUr conduct towards these will depend
on whether they are in the people I s camp, or in the
enemy camp. Who the pepple are, and who the enemy is,
is not an unchanging thing. It may alter over tine.

In general, whoever is part of the broad national
denccratic struggle we try to win over and co-operate
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with as much as fCIssible. Often, in such matters, it
is necessary to distinguish between the leadership
of such organisations and the ordinary rank-and-file
members. While the leadership may be carplete sell
outs, we must still win over the ordinary members who
are misled.

With regard to those in the enemy camp, we wage a
ceaseless, unremitting struggle.

It is important, then, to see the political inp:>r
tance of discipline. The question of discipline is
not mainly a negative thing. What we need now is a
sustained effort to build our unity, to engage in
persistent struggle to eliminate our \veaknesses. This
will help us to take our struggle to higher levels, to
make a far rrore powerful challenge, and to bring
closer the day when we free ourselves fran apartheid I

and establish a People's South Africa.

questions for discussion
1. Discuss the connections and differences between

personal and 'p?litical discipline.

2. What are the train forms of indiscipline that
affect the daily ....ork of your own organisation,
arxl of our broad Front?

3. ~~t role can discipline play in overccming
factionalism?


